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The atomic-level knowledge of local spin configuration of the magnetic materials is of great importance to predict and control their physical properties, in order to meet the challenges of ever-increasing demands on performance of functional materials. However, it is highly challenging to experimentally characterize magnetic properties of such materials with atomic scale spatial resolution.

The leading techniques in spatially resolved magnetic imaging are magnetic exchange force microscopy and spin polarized scanning tunneling microscopy. However, as they are surface sensitive, very little information can be obtained regarding bulk or buried materials. The X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) combined with photoelectron emission microscopy technique is a very attractive alternative because it has the spatial resolution as high as the polarized x-ray beam size besides element specific feature, as it is less surface sensitive and can be used to look at the interior of the thin films. However, the length scale of magnetic contrast using highly brilliant left and right circularly polarized X-ray beams is around 15nm [1].

The best option to push the spatial resolution of the spectromicroscopies lies in the electron beam equivalent technique electron energy-loss magnetic chiral dichroism (EMCD) [2], which is also called electron magnetic circular dichroism. Physically, XMCD and EMCD shares the same underlying physics in which the angular momentum transferred during X-ray absorption or inelastic electron scattering can selectively excite magnetic sublevels in atoms. The structured electron beams generated through interference of suitably phased plane waves can produce beams with orbital angular momentum. Electron beams can be easily focused compared with X-rays, allowing for atomic scale magnetism to be probed. Previously, we have found a strong EMCD signal in transition metal oxides allowing them to use standing wave methods to identify the different spin states of Fe atoms with site specificity [3].

In principle EMCD can offer higher spatial resolution and greater depth sensitivity due to the short de Broglie wavelength and penetration of high-energy electrons compared to XMCD. Our approach combines spatially-resolved EMCD with the latest developments in chromatic aberration corrected electron microscopy, which reduces the focal spread of inelastically scattered electrons by orders of magnitude when compared with the use of spherical aberration correction alone [4]. In the example of complex oxide of ferromagnetic Sr$_2$FeMoO$_6$ with a Curie temperature of ~420 K and a tetragonal double-perovskite structure [4,5], magnetic circular dichroism spectra of Fe are imaged atomic plane by atomic plane as shown in Figure 1, which can provide quantitative information of element-selective orbital and spin magnetic moments at the atomic level. Combining with advanced capability of structural and chemical imaging by using aberration-corrected transmission electron microscopy, all the information including magnetic polarization, atomic configurations, and chemical states can be simultaneously accessed from the very same sample region [6-8].
The spatial resolution of atomic-plane resolved EMCD method goes beyond that of any currently available technique, including XMCD and neutron diffraction. The structural, compositional and bonding information can be correlated with local spin configurations on the atomic scale, providing deep insight into structure-property relationships in magnetic materials at the atomic level. These information are not only contribute to a fundamental understanding of the local interplay between charge, spin, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom in magnetic functional materials, but also pave the way for new designs of magnetic materials for future applications with improved device functionality [9].
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Figure 1. (a) Crystallographic and magnetic structure of ferromagnetic double-perovskite Sr$_2$FeMoO$_6$.[5] (b) High-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy image of Sr$_2$FeMoO$_6$ along a pseudo-cubic [110] zone axis reveals the positions of Sr, Fe and Mo atoms. (c) Atomic scale energy-dispersive spectroscopy mapping shows each columns of Sr atoms in green, Fe atoms in red and Mo atoms in blue. (d) Atomic plane resolved electron magnetic circular dichroism of Fe in Sr$_2$FeMoO$_6$.[4]